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The Ki j packing problem Pi.j is defined as follows: Given a graph G and integer k does there 
exist a set of at least k Ki's in G such that no two of these Ki's intersect in more than j  nodes. 
This problem includes such problems as matching, vertex partitioning into complete subgraphs 
and edge partitioning into complete subgraphs. In this paper it is shown that for i _3  and 
0 <j_< i -  2 the Pi, j problem is NP-complete. Furthermore, the problem remains NP-complete for 
i>_3 and 1 <_j<_i-2 for chordal graphs. 
1. Introduction 
The notion of packing involves a search for a set of objects satisfying certain con- 
straints where the union of the objects is contained in another object. Usually the 
constraint is that of disjointness. In this paper we examine the problem of packing 
cliques (i.e. complete subgraphs) of a specified size into a graph under the constraint 
that the cardinality of the intersection of any two such cliques is less than a given 
integer. In particular, for a given graph G we let Pi, j(G) denote the maximum 
number of Ki 's in G such that no two of these Ki 's intersect in more than j nodes. 
We now define the K i - j  packing problem Pi, j as: Given graph G and integer k is 
Pi, j(G)>_k? This formulation of the problem encompasses various packing and 
partitioning problems which have already appeared in the literature. For example, 
the P2,0 problem is the problem of maximum matching and is a well-known 
member of P. Furthermore, the Pi, o and Pi, 1 problems may be restricted to parti- 
tioning problems where the Pi, o (resp. Pi, 1 ) problem asks whether the vertices (resp. 
edges) of a graph may be partitioned into disjoint K i 'S. Both problems are known 
to be NP-complete. The complexity results which have been achieved so far are 
listed in Table 1. Note that if the definition of Pi,j is changed to treat i and j as in- 
puts to the problem, then the Pi, i i problem is NP-complete by a reduction from 
the /-clique problem. 
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Table 1 
problem complexity status remark 
P2, 0 E P matching 
Pi, o,i>3 ENP c [2] for i=3;  [4] for i>3  
Pi, 1, i_>3 eNp c [3] 
Pi, i 1 e P enumerat ion 
In this paper we first show the not surprising result that except for the polynomial 
problems listed in Table 1, all other Pi, j problems for graphs in general are NP- 
complete. This proof and an application to an independent set problem are 
presented in Section 2. Since the general Pi, j problem is NP-complete it is in- 
teresting to examine its complexity status for chordal graphs, a family of graphs 
where the maximal clique structure is very constrained and well understood. In Sec- 
tion 3 it is shown that the Pi, j problems on chordal graphs are NP-complete for 
i_> 3 and 1 _j_< i -2 .  The Pi, o (i>_ 3) problems are open for chordal graphs. Before 
presenting these results we introduce the definitions and notation used throughout 
the paper. 
A graph is chordal (or triangulated) if every cycle of length greater than three has 
a chord. A graph G has a perfect efimination scheme if there exists an order of 
eliminating the vertices of G such that each vertex is simplicial (i.e. its neighbours 
form a clique) at the time of elimination. It is well known [6] that a graph is chordal 
iff it has a perfect elimination scheme. Such a perfect elimination scheme indicates 
that the maximal cliques interlock in a very 'treelike' way. A split graph is one where 
the vertex set may be partitioned into a clique and a void set. Clearly split graphs 
are chordal and have a clique tree which is a complete bipartite graph KI, j for some 
j. A vertex is universal if it is adjacent to all other vertices. Similarly A, a set of ver- 
tices, is universal to a set B if all vertices in A are adjacent o all vertices in B. 
The exact cover by 3-sets (X3C) problem is: given a finite set X with/XI = 3q and 
a collection C of 3-element subsets of X, does C contain an exact cover for X, i.e. 
a subcollection C'  c_ C such that every element of X occurs in exactly one member 
of C ' .  As pointed out in [2] this problem is a generalization of 3-dimensional mat- 
ching and thus is NP-complete. 
2. Pid problems for arbitrary graphs 
We now show that the Pi, j problem is NP-complete for all values of i , j  not men- 
tioned in Table 1. 
Theorem 2.1. For i, j where i>3 and 1 < j< i -2 ,  the Pi, j problem is NP-complete. 
Proof. As mentioned in Section 1, Holyer [3] has shown that the P/, ~ problem is 
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NP-complete. To establish the NP-completeness of the general Pi, j problem we 
first present another (and easier) proof of the NP-completeness of the Pi, ~ pro- 
blem. This proof is similar in spirit to Schaefer's proof of the NP-completeness of
the P3,0 problem reported in [2] and also uses a reduction from the X3C problem. 
Given X and C, a collection of 3-element subsets of X, we construct he graph 
G as follows: Each element of X is represented by a unique independent edge of G, 
where each such edge receives the label of the corresponding element in X. Each 
subset ct= (xl, Yl, z t )e  C will be represented by a gadget G/ in G. Except for the 
edges xl, yz, zl the gadget G/ introduces new vertices and edges into G. We now 
show how to construct G / fo r  i_>4. (The gadget for i--3 is slightly different and is 
presented later.) There are three components to the gadget G/. 
(i) Basic block. It consists of a 4-cycle of K i_ l 's where consecutive K i_ 1 'S in the 
cycle share a unique vertex. A universal vertex is then added to this graph. Edges 
not incident with the universal vertex are called exterior edges. The 4-cycle of K i's 
so formed are consecutively denoted Ki l, K 2, K 3, Ki 4. See Fig. 1 for the basic block 
for i=4.  
(ii) Switch block. Form a chain of two K s's where these K i 'S share an edge. In 
each of the K i's choose an edge which is not incident with the shared edge. These 
two edges are called connector edges. See Fig. 2 for i= 4. 
3 
K 4 
K 4 K 4 
1 
K 4 
Fig. 1. Fig. 2. 
(iii) Enforcer block. A K i . 
G/ (i>_4), the gadget corresponding to ct is formed as follows. To each of the 
edges xl, yt, zt we associate two basic blocks (the upper and lower) joined by two 
switch blocks. In the component corresponding to xl, the edge x/is an arbitrary ex- 
terior edge of Ki I in the lower basic block. Use a switch block to connect an ex- 
terior edge of K 2 in the lower basic block to an exterior edge of K 2 in the upper 
basic block. Also use a switch block to connect an exterior edge of K/3 in the lower 
basic block to an exterior edge of Ki I in the upper basic block. See Fig. 3 for x /s  
component for i= 4. 
G/ (i_>4) is completed by using an enforcer block to join the components cor- 
responding to xz, Y/, zt. To do this we arbitrarily choose one exterior edge of Ki 3 in 
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Fig. 3. 
each of the three upper basic blocks. These three edges are three arbitrary edge of 
the enforcer block; all other edges (and vertices, if needed) of the enforcer block 





Note that gadgets G/(i>_ 3) have the following properties: 
(i) The maximum number of edge disjoint Ki's is 19. See the shaded triangles in 
Fig. 4. Each of the six basic blocks may have at most two K i's chosen, each of the 
six switch blocks may have at most one chosen. The last K i may only be the en- 
forcer block. 
(ii) The enforcer block may be chosen iff Ki I is chosen for every lower basic 
block (i.e. the unique Ki's containing edges xl, yt and z/ must be chosen). This 
choosing of these Ki l's (and thus the edges xl, Yz, zl) will correspond to the subset 
c/= (x/, Yt, z/) being chosen as a covering set of X. 
(iii) I f  any of these K i's is not chosen, then the maximum number of edge dis- 
joint K i's is 18. 
We now claim that X (of cardinality 3q) has an exact cover iff the number of edge 
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disjoint Ki's in G is _q+ 18[C 1. It is straightforward to see that X has an exact 
cover iff [C ' l= q gadgets have their enforcer block chosen and that it is impossible 
for more than q gadgets to have 19 K i's chosen. Since 19q + 18(IC[ - q) = q + 18 I CI 
the result follows. Details are left to the reader. 
We now use this construction for the Pi, 1 problem to solve the general Pi, j pro- 
blem for j>  1. Consider the graph used for the Pi j+ 1, 1 case. To this graph G add 
a Kj_ 1 which is universal to all elements of G. By construction all Ki 's in this new 
graph G'  must contain all j -  1 nodes in the universal Kj_ 1. Furthermore, two K i 'S 
are Kj+I disjoint iff the corresponding Ki_j+l'S in G are edge disjoint. Thus again 
we see that X has an exact cover iff the number of Kj+l disjoint Ki 's in G'  is 
_>q+181C I. [] 
The following corollary generalizes known results about the Pi, o and Pi, 1 pro- 
blems, and follows immediately from the construction used in Theorem 2.1. 
Corollary 2.2. For i, j where i>_3 and O < j < i - 2, the Pi, j problem is NP-complete 
fo r  graphs which do not contain a Ki+ 1. 
We now show how Theorem 2.1 may be used to establish new complexity results 
on the independent set problem. First we introduce some terminology. Given a 
graph G we define the Ki-intersection graph of G, denoted I i(G) to be the graph 
whose nodes correspond to the Ki's in G and adjacency indicates that the two Ki's 
have i -  1 nodes in common in G. Note that I 2(G) is the standard line graph. As 
mentioned in [1] it follows from the definitions that I i(G) does not contain an in- 
duced KI, i+ 1 and that t~(Ii(G))=Pi, i_z(G ). Furthermore, Lemmas 2.6 and 2.7 in 
[1] establish that if G does not contain a Ki+ 1 , then/ / (G)  does not contain a dia- 
mond (i.e. a / (4 -  {e}). Thus by setting i= 3 in Corollary 2.2 we have the following 
corollary. 
Corollary 2.3. The independent set problem on graphs which are both K1,4-free 
and diamond-free is NP-complete. 
Previously it has been shown that the independent set problem is polynomial for 
Kl,3-free graphs [5,7] but NP-complete for K1,4-free graphs [5]. 
3. Pi, j problems for chordal graphs 
As mentioned in Section 1, chordal graphs have a very restricted maximal clique 
intersection pattern. For this reason one might suspect that the Pi,j problem is 
easier for chordal graphs than for graphs in general. We now show that with the 
possible exception of the Pi,0 problems, i_> 3 (i.e. partitioning the vertices into K i 's) 
this is not the case. First we examine the Pi, j problems for j_> 1. 
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Theorem 3.1. For i>3 and 1 <_j<_i-2 the Pi, j problem is NP-complete for chordal 
graphs. 
Proof.  The reduction will be from the Pi, j problem for arbitrary graphs. Given 
graph G(V,E)  we construct he chordal graph G' (V ' ,E ' )  as follows. 
(i) Set C=Kn, n = ]VI where o~C represents vie V. 
(ii) Examine every n (j+l) subset of V of size j+  1 If such a subset S does not 
form a Kj+ 1 in G, then create a new KS j_ I in G '  and make it universal to the set 
S in C. Assume k such complete graphs are added. 
Clearly, G '  is chordal and since i is a constant, G '  may be constructed in 
polynomial time. We claim that Pi, j (G ' )=Pi ,  j (G)+ k. 
(a) pi, j(G')>_Pi, j (G)+k:  Let P be a Ki - j  packing of G with ]P] =Pi, j(G). Now 
form P '  a K i - j  packing of G '  by augmenting P with all K i's formed by the extra 
Ki_ j_ ~'s added to G ' .  These new K~'s intersect with each other in at most j  vertices 
and similarly intersect with the K i's in P in at most j vertices. Thus P '  is a K i - j  
packing of G '  of cardinality Pi, j (G) + k. 
(b) pi, j(G')<_Pi, j (G)+k:  Let P '  be a Ki -  j packing of G '  with IP'] =Pi, j (G') .  
Examine each K i in P ' .  I f  X, a K i ~ P'  does not contain a new Ki_j_ 1 (note that a 
K~ cannot contain a proper subset of such a Ki_ j_ 1), then determine whether X 
corresponds to a K i in G. 
If  not, then choose S any subset of cardinality j + 1 in X which does not form a 
Kj+I in G and replace X in  P '  with X '  where X'=SUK~_ j_1 .  Note that such an 
S could not be a subset of any other K i in P '  and thus X '  could not have been 
chosen twice. It follows that P*, the set of Ki 's formed by this replacement opera- 
tion is a Ki - j  packing of G '  of cardinality Pi, j (G'). 
Now form P removing from P* all Ki's which include a KS_j 1. There are at 
most k such Ki's in P* and thus ]P]>_pi j(G')-k.  The Ki's in P form a Ki - j  
packing of G since by construction every K~ in P must be a K i of G. Thus 
pi, j (G)>_pi j (G') -k .  [] 
In the above construction, if j=  i -2 ,  then the chordal graph G '  is a split graph. 
We thus have the rather surprising corollary: 
Corollary 3.2. For i>_3 the Pi, i 2 problem is NP-complete for  split graphs where 
each vertex in the independent set has degree i -  1. 
For i = 3 this implies that the P3,1 problem is NP-complete for split graphs where 
each vertex in the independent set has degree 2. 
4. Open problems 
It is clear that clique packing can be generalized to the packing of arbitrary 
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graphs. In doing so, it is interesting tore-examine graph matching from this perspec- 
tive. Matching is the P2,0 problem, namely packing as many vertex disjoint K 2,s as 
possible. There are two possible generalizations of this problem. One is to replace 
K2 by an arbitrary graph while still retaining the restriction that the packed graphs 
must be vertex disjoint. Problems of this type have been studied in depth by 
Kirkpatrick and Hell [4]. The other generalization (and the one presented in this 
paper) is to allow restricted non-null overlap in the packing. So far we have only 
studied this problem for K i's. The general problem is packing graph H into graph 
G such that no two copies of H intersect in more than j nodes. 
As noted previously the Pi, o problem i> 3 is still open for chordal graphs. 
Note added in proof 
D.G. Kirkpatrick has recently shown that the Pi, o problem i_~ 3 is NP-complete 
for chordal graphs. 
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